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This year we are pleased to present our first bull offering of the First Class Sale. We have selected these 6 outstanding bull prospects, all of which would make great promotion bulls or herd sires. Ranch House Designs, Inc. will offer special sire promotion packages for any bull purchased in the First Class Sale. Call 979-532-9141 for services.

**Crossbred Bull - 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE:</th>
<th>Dirty Harry</th>
<th>DAM:</th>
<th>Ali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>BD:</td>
<td>3/10/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW:</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This clean double bred Ali son is of promotional quality. Lot 1 is extremely sound, soft and attractive.

**Crossbred Bull - 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE:</th>
<th>Monopoly</th>
<th>DAM:</th>
<th>Hard Core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>BD:</td>
<td>3/20/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW:</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anyone who wants to get into the promotional bull business better pay attention here. This Monopoly son is different than any I have seen he is extremely long necked with a wide square hip and has muscle all the way to his withers. Let alone being big bodied and can walk like a cat.

**Crossbred Bull - 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE:</th>
<th>Rocky Balboa</th>
<th>DAM:</th>
<th>Vegas PB Shorthorn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>BD:</td>
<td>3/2/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW:</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lot 3 has one major similarity to his father and that he has leg hair like a highlander. He is a square built good bodied sound bull.
Lot 4
Crossbred Bull - 4

SIRE: Paddy O’Malley  
DAM: Sunseeker  
ID: 4  
BD: 3/5/2009

BW: 85 • THF / PHAC

For a TH Free bull it will be tough to find one any hairier. Don’t let his pedigree fool you he is extremely sound soft and easy on the eyes.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 5
Crossbred Bull - 5

SIRE: Hannibal  
DAM: Vegas PB Short-horn  
ID: 5  
BD: 3/1/2009

BW: 85 • THC / PHAF

Pay attention here if you are wanting to add pounds at weaning with added performance.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 6
Crossbred Bull - 6

SIRE: Hannibal  
DAM: Dart/Epinal  
ID: 6  
BD: 3/5/2009

BW: 80 • TH/PHA Clean by pedigree

In my opinion this bull could make absolutely awesome sought after females. To have a clean pedigree you won’t find one any hairier, softer or better looking.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers
Since our first sale in 2008, we have been overwhelmed with the success stories from breeders who purchased females on last year’s sale. When we created this sale, it was our goal to offer a set of females that will generate dollars in the pasture and the success of their prodigy will generate champion pictures to fill your walls. Each of the consignors have brought an outstanding set of bred heifers, bred cows, and a select group of yearling heifers. We are serious about raising the bar with this year’s set of bred females. If you are as serious as we are, we will see you in the seats in Dunlap on Saturday, December 12 at 5:00p.m.

**Crossbred Heifer - 1**

**Lot 7**

| SIRE: Alias | DAM: Full Flush x Witch Doctor |
| ID: 1 | BD: 4/1/2009 |

This show heifer is Royal bred. She is super flat muscled, deep bodied, flat shouldered, and long necked. She has awesome soundness and great hair. Have fun showing her all year long before making a donor out of her.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

**Crossbred Heifer - 3**

**Lot 8**

| SIRE: Dr. Who | DAM: Rockstar x Full Throttle |
| ID: 3 | BD: 4/20/2009 |

This is a special heifer calf that needs your attention. She is one of the most attractive fronted, deepest bodied Dr. Who’s we have seen. She has extra balance and is super easy to look at from every angle. This heifer will be extremely competitive in the show ring as well as valuable in the donor pen.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

**Crossbred Heifer - 4**

**Lot 9**

| SIRE: Tinman | DAM: Angus |
| ID: 4 | BD: 3/20/2009 |

This silver sweetheart is moderate framed, has tons of body, and unparalleled soundness. She too will make an outstanding show heifer and a better cow. Maybe one of the best Tinmans to sell this year.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches
Lot 10

**Crossbred Heifer - 5**

**SIRE:** Ali  
**DAM:** Heat Wave  
**ID:** 5  
**BD:** 3/22/2009

This is a really nice heifer calf with tons of rib shape, width of hip, and muscle. She has great hair with a show ring look and cow making potential.

**Consigned by Reimann Ranches**

Lot 11

**Crossbred Heifer - 11**

**SIRE:** Heat Wave  
**DAM:** Frosty  
**ID:** 11  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 2/26/2010 to Grizz

She is a true champion! Winning numerous market heifer shows all across the state of Iowa. Her mother has been a very good producer for Ferguson Farms. These Frosty females are becoming some of the most sought after breeding pieces in the country. Here is a chance to make some champions of your own.

**Consigned by Wade Rodgers**

Lot 12

**Crossbred Heifer - 12**

**SIRE:** Paddy O’Malley  
**DAM:** Who Made Who  
**ID:** 12  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 2/21/2010 to Doc

This Paddy O’Malley female is great disposition coupled with the fact of having Who Made Who in her pedigree. Any Heat Wave derivative should work awesome in the future.

**Consigned by Wade Rodgers**

Lot 13

**Crossbred Heifer - 13**

**SIRE:** Shiver  
**DAM:** Simi x Maine  
**ID:** 13  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 3/22/2010 to Doc

She is moderate framed sound and extremely good haired to have a clean pedigree.

**Consigned by Wade Rodgers**
Crossbred Heifer - 14

Lot 14

**SIRE:** Irish Whiskey  
**DAM:** Swoosh’s mother  
**ID:** 14  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 3/4/2010 to Doc

These Irish Whiskey females are becoming very popular to many club calf breeders across the country. This heifer was my pick of Ferguson Farms bred heifers. She is big bodied sound and extremely hairy for a Whiskey.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Crossbred Heifer - 15

Lot 15

**SIRE:** Smoken Oak  
**DAM:** Chill Factor  
**ID:** 15  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 3/17/2010 to Doc

To have Full Flush and Chill Factor in the same pedigree is a rarity. Make sure to mark your programs here.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Crossbred Heifer - 16

Lot 16

**SIRE:** Heat Wave  
**DAM:** Meyer x Stoney  
**ID:** 16  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 2/21/2010 to Doc

This full sister to the 2009 Indiana State Fair Reserve Champion Steer is out of one of RCC foundation females and has been an awesome producer. If they like that steer with a little bit of a chrome on him you will love her being solid black.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Full sib to Lot 16 ➤ 2009 Indiana State Fair Reserve Champion

Crossbred Heifer - 17

Lot 17

**SIRE:** Wisdom  
**DAM:** Jazz PB Maine  
**ID:** 17  
**BD:** Spring 2008

Due 2/21/2010 to Doc

She might be short on tail but not on quality. To be clean pedigreed an a pure bred Maine Anjou you wont find them any better.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers
Lot 18

Crossbred Heifer - 18

SIRE: Paddy O’Malley  
DAM: Simmental  
ID: 18  
BD: Spring 2008  
Due 3/5/2010 to Northern Improvement

This big bodied, big boned, chubby female will make someone an awesome cow in the future. She should make well with any Heat Wave son.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 19

Crossbred Heifer - 19

SIRE: Doc  
DAM: Who Made Who  
ID: 19  
BD: Spring 2008  
Due 2/2/2010 to Lutton

This short legged choke necked female is bred how I like them. She also has extremely good hair to be clean pedigreed these doc females will not disappoint you.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 20

Crossbred Heifer - 20

SIRE: Wisdom  
DAM: Draft Pick  
ID: 20  
BD: Spring 2008  
Due 2/12/2010 to Dirty Harry

This big ¾ Maine heifer could be the one who makes the most money from her first calf. Being mated to Dirty Harry will work well on this female.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 21

Crossbred Heifer - 21

SIRE: Maximus  
DAM: 6807  
ID: 21  
BD: Spring 2008  
Due 2/1/2010 to Doc

People who like maternal bred cattle better pay attention here. She is extremely big bodied, flat shouldered and sound. There is a good possibility who ever buys her will have her in their donor pen.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers
Lot 22

Crossbred Heifer - 22

SIRE: Johnny Walker Red
DAM: Char/Angus
ID: 22
BD: Fall 2008
Due 2/10/2010 to Carpediem

Here she is...the one everyone will be talking about. They don't come built any better than this. She is very fluid in her movement for all the muscle that she carries around. This flat shouldered good looking clean female will make someone a lot of money in the future.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 23

Crossbred Heifer - 23

SIRE: Heatseeker son
DAM: Who Made Who
ID: 23
BD: Fall 2008
Due 3/2/2010 to Doc

You want to talk about power in the blood this one has got it. Being out of a who made who (my turn’s mom) and a heat seeker grandson you won’t find one any bigger bodied, footed or sounder than this one.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 24

Crossbred Heifer - 24

SIRE: Heat Wave
DAM: Madrid
ID: 24
BD: Spring 2008
Due 3/8/2010 to Carpediem

This cream colored female has been a favorite of mine from the day she was born. Being bred to CarpeDiem could be a very profitable return. She is very sound, big boned and should make an awesome cow.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers

Lot 25

Crossbred Heifer - 25

SIRE: Sunseeker
DAM: Simi x Angus
ID: 25
BD: Spring 2008
Due 2/11/2010 to Doc

You do not find Sun Seeker females that are this nice necked, flat shouldered and big bodied. If chrome doesn’t bother you then mark your catalogs because this one will raise one.

Consigned by Wade Rodgers
Crossbred Heifer - 801

Lot 26

SIRE: All Aboard
DAM: All About You x Payback
ID: 801
BD: 4/10/2008

Due 4/18/2010 to Angus

The lead off heifer from Leroy Beitelspacher! This female can do it all. She has unparalleled balance, style, body, and hair. She defines donor material. If you are serious about raising competitive show cattle in the future, you should give this female more than a second glance.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Crossbred Heifer - 3/134

Lot 27

SIRE: DeJaVu
DAM: Fame x Meyer
ID: 3/134
BD: 4/1/2008

Due 3/10/2010 to Bismarck

This has been a favorite since she was born. She is one of the very best we have ever raised. DejaVu females have stood the test of time for being great steer producers.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Crossbred Heifer - P33

Lot 28

SIRE: Juno
DAM: Ali
ID: P33
BD: 4/15/2008

Due 3/22/2010 to Rodman

Sound and functional are two words that describe this female. Not only does she have the look, but she is as tame as a kitten. She has a clean pedigree and excellent hair.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Crossbred Heifer - 239

Lot 29

SIRE: Cerveza
DAM: Picasso
ID: 239
BD: 3/25/2008

Due 3/17/2010 to Rodman

We held nothing back on this set of heifers. She has power, bone, body, and hair. Who needs anything else?

Consigned by Reimann Ranches
**Crossbred Heifer - 872**

**Lot 30**

**SIRE:** My Turn  
**DAM:** Hotmail x Double Vision  
**ID:** 872  
**BD:** 4/5/2008  
**Due 3/10/2010 to Total Recall**

Do you need a bred heifer that is stout, big legged, and great haired to start your own herd or add to an already strong set? If so, you will want to study this female.

*Consigned by Reimann Ranches*

---

**Crossbred Heifer - 1**

**Lot 31**

**SIRE:** Ali  
**DAM:** Northern Imp x Chill Factor  
**ID:** 1  
**BD:** 4/22/2008  
**Due 3/13/2010 to Bismarck**

A very complete and moderate framed Ali. She is double bred for calving ease, which makes her extra valuable. She is straight lined and correct in her structure. She possesses tons of look and profile. She is guaranteed safe to Bismarck for the exciting possibility of a great replacement heifer.

*Consigned by Reimann Ranches*

---

**Crossbred Heifer - 829**

**Lot 32**

**SIRE:** Ali  
**DAM:** Bleeding Purple  
**ID:** 829  
**BD:** 3/18/2008  
**Due 3/27/2010 to Angus**

Another half blood Maine female that possesses many qualities that are essential in a top notch cow. These Ali daughters will be great club calf producing cows.

*Consigned by Reimann Ranches*

---

**Crossbred Heifer - 875**

**Lot 34**

**SIRE:** Ali  
**DAM:** WMW x True Grit  
**ID:** 875  
**BD:** 3/20/2008  
**Due 4/18/2010 to Angus**

She is a half blood Maine that goes back to Who Made Who. She is a female that could be used for production of amazing show heifers or steers. This heifer would make a great addition to any Maine program that wants to produce seedstock or show ring cattle.

*Consigned by Reimann Ranches*
Lot Crossbred Heifer - 881

Lot 35 | Bred to Total Recall

SIRE: Friction
ID: 881
DAM: Godfather
BD: 3/15/2008

Due 3/9/2010 to Total Recall

One of the best Frictions to ever sell! Good Frictions are hard to get your hands on, so get on board with this fancy female. She is a short legged, big bodied, hairy one that is an asset to any herd. Flush her to Heat Wave and watch the dollars roll in.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot Crossbred Heifer - 885

Lot 36 | Bred to Angus

SIRE: Friction
ID: 885
DAM: Maine
BD: 3/5/2008

Due 4/15/2010 to Angus

Another super stout, chunky, hairy Friction that should hit big if bred to Heat Wave. These Friction females make great club calf producers. She too has donor potential and has the ability of producing a top dollar steer.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot Crossbred Heifer - 5/747

Lot 38 | Bred to Total Recall

SIRE: Traveler 004
ID: 5/747
DAM: About Time
BD: 3/27/2008

Due 3/13/2009 to Bismarck

Huge bodied, extra hairy, and is backed by a great Irish Whiskey cow.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot Crossbred Heifer - 5/784

Lot 39 | Bred to Total Recall

SIRE: Traveler 004
ID: 5/784
DAM: Irish Whiskey
BD: 4/2/2008

Due 3/15/2009 to Total Recall

The paternal power added by 004 is top notch. This female will make an excellent cow.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches
Lot 40  Crossbred Heifer - 6/746

SIRE: Final Answer  DAM: Northern Imp x Chill Factor
ID: 6/746  BD: 4/12/2008

Due 4/10/2010 to Angus

If you like Angus genetics with a hint of Maine, you will love this female. She is one of our personal favorites. This is one of the most exciting maternal bred females in the sale.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 41  Crossbred Heifer - 41

SIRE: Northern Improvement  DAM: Chill Factor
ID: 41  BD: 3/10/2008

Due 3/12/2010 to Bismarck

This female is ultra smooth and complete. Northern Improvement cows are becoming more and more popular and I think you can see why.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 42  Crossbred Heifer - 1/922

SIRE: Patton  DAM: Angus
ID: 1/922  BD: 3/15/2008

Due 3/13/2010 to Bismarck

Patton is a clean Irish Whiskey son that is a leading sire for Griswold Cattle Company. This female is extra fancy for possessing a clean pedigree.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 43  Crossbred Heifer - 844

SIRE: Rocky Balboa  DAM: Maine x Angus
ID: 844  BD: 4/5/2008

Due 4/20/2010 to Angus

This Maine-influenced heifer has the shag. She is by far the hairiest in the offering. We cannot wait to see what her offspring has the ability to do.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 44  Crossbred Heifer - 4*88

SIRE: Sooner  DAM: Slow Burn
ID: 4*88  BD: 3/12/2008

Due 3/12/2010 to Bismarck

This is a good necked, big bodied, ¾ blood Maine. If Sooner females make as good of cows as they do show heifers, you will be sitting pretty.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches
Lot 45  Crossbred Heifer - 824

This female will make an outstanding cow. It is hard to find one that possesses as much stoutness, body, and potential as this female. If you are impressed by power, bone, and substance, this heifer is the one.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 46  Crossbred Heifer - 5/455

This female can contribute to both ends of the industry. She maintains power, body, and structural soundness without losing that cool look.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 48  Crossbred Heifer - 541

Lots of brood cow potential! Big footed, long bodied, and great necked. She is definitely an eye catcher. Her Bismarck calf has the potential to be an awesome replacement.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 49  Crossbred Heifer - 217

A registered half blood Simmental bred to Grizzley. Her first calf could pay for herself. Daughters out of 3C Macho have become valuable as the Simmental breed becomes more and more popular.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches
Lot 52  Crossbred Heifer - 859

**SIRE:** Godfather  **DAM:** Godfather Son  
**ID:** 859  **BD:** 3/28/2008

Due 3/9/2010 to Total Recall

A uniquely bred female that should work great to Heat Wave time and time again. There is no limit to her capabilities.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

---

Lot 53  Crossbred Heifer - 2/206

**SIRE:** Heat Wave  **DAM:** Blue Chip  
**ID:** 2/206  **BD:** 4/2/2008

Due 3/12/2010 to Total Recall

This Heat Wave is backed by an outstanding Blue Chip x Simmental cow that had an abundance of milk. Do not overlook this one.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

---

Lot 54  Crossbred Heifer - 813

**SIRE:** My Turn  **DAM:** NFL  
**ID:** 813  **BD:** 4/13/2008

Due 3/10/2010 to Total Recall

Another top bred heifer from Beitelspacher Ranch. She has the hair and should make an awesome club calf cow. Her Total Recall calf could make an excellent replacement.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

---

Lot 55  Crossbred Heifer - 221

**SIRE:** Golden Child  **DAM:** Sim x Angus  
**ID:** 221  **BD:** 4/1/2008

Due 3/14/2010 to Total Recall

This heifer is a super stout, sound, long necked female that will leave a lasting impression in a sea of black.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

---

Lot 56  Crossbred Heifer - 155

**SIRE:** WMW  **DAM:** Sim x Angus  
**ID:** 155  **BD:** 3/22/2008

Due 3/12/2010 to Total Recall

She is a true breeding piece. This female is awesome haired, huge bodied, and is out of the famous Who Made Who. WMW cows are automatic when bred to Heat Wave.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

---

-See More Online-

Videos will be posted at www.reimannranches.com by December 1
Lot 57  Crossbred Heifer - NOTAG  
SIRE: Friction  DAM: All About Who  
ID: NOTAG  BD: 3/16/2010  
Due: 3/16/2010 to Bismark

This one is flat shouldered and pencil necked. This one will be fun to breed in years to come. She has been a favorite to many ranch visitors. She too, is donor material.

Lot 57  Bred to Total Solution Son

Lot 58  Crossbred Heifer - 3*46  
SIRE: Heat Wave  DAM: Dadgum  
ID: 3*46  BD: 3/9/2008  
Due: 3/18/2010 to Rodman

This female is a full sister to one of our high selling steers two years ago. She comes from a long line of outstanding cows.

Lot 58  Crossbred Cow - 7/804  
SIRE: Final Answer  DAM: Imprint  
Due: 3/11/2010 to Grizzley

A definite donor piece!!! This female is a true ground pounder. She has the potential to raise elite offspring. Her mother raised our high selling Immortal steer in our 2009 pasture sale. She possesses all of the right pieces.

Lot 58  Bred to Grizzley

Lot 60  Crossbred Heifer - 569  
SIRE: Free & Clear  DAM: Sim x Angus  
ID: 569  BD: 4/15/2008  
Due: 3/17/2010 to Bismarck

A moderate framed, beautifully constructed female. She is out of Rambo’s mother, a leading sire for Lautner Farms.

Lot 60  Bred to Bismarck

Lot 61  Crossbred Cow - 634  
SIRE: Friction  DAM: Ladies Man  
ID: 634  BD: 3/20/2006  
Due: 3/9/2010 to Monopoly

This cow is a powerhouse! She comes off of the top of Beitelspacher’s herd. If power is what you need, this cow has it. She is wide from the ground up and her neck shoots straight out of her shoulder. She is guaranteed safe bred to Monopoly.

Lot 61  Bred to Monopoly

Lot 62  Crossbred Cow - 7/804  
SIRE: Final Answer  DAM: Imprint  
Due: 3/11/2010 to Grizzley

A definite donor piece!!! This female is a true ground pounder. She has the potential to raise elite offspring. Her mother raised our high selling Immortal steer in our 2009 pasture sale. She possesses all of the right pieces.

Lot 62  Bred to Grizzley
Lot 407 - Crossbred Heifer

SIRE: Big Cat  
DAM: WMW Son  
ID: 407  
BD: 4/2/2008  

Due 2/17/2010 to Mercedes Benz

She is a super hairy, moderate framed Charolais that is the essence of completeness and balance. She will consistently produce high quality calves out of a variety of matings.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 407 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 407 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 407 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 407 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot TON - Crossbred Heifer

SIRE: C339U  
DAM: Mossy Oak  
ID: TON  
BD: 4/3/2008  

Due 3/15/2010 to Grizzly

This baldy heifer has been shown successfully. Her pedigree with the Simmental influence of C339U matched with Mossy Oak makes her a perfect candidate for Heat Wave.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot SH - Shorthorn Heifer

SIRE: X-Ray Vision  
DAM: Double Vision son  
ID: Shorthorn  
BD: 3/15/2008  

Due 4/10/2010 to Total Solution son

She is huge boned and big hipped. This female offers an opportunity to step up your game. Here is a lot for all of the Shorthorn enthusiasts.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 901 - Crossbred Heifer

SIRE: Ali  
DAM: Big N Rich  
ID: 901  
BD: 4/3/2008  

Due 3/17/2010 to Rodman

Don’t overlook this half blood Maine heifer. She may be green, but comes from an outstanding cow family.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 4 - Crossbred Heifer

SIRE: Dubais  
DAM: Meyer 6807  
ID: 4  
BD: 3/5/2008  

Due 4/1/2010 to Total Solution son

This baldy female puts together the total package. These Dubai’s are going to make amazing cows. You will be able to breed them for Maines or for steers. Any way you chose to pursue, you won’t lose.

Consigned by Reimann Ranches

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer

Lot 69 - Crossbred Heifer
Lot 70  Crossbred Heifer - 802

SIRE: Black Cat  DAM: Maine
ID: 802  BD: Spring 2008

Due 3/6/2010 to Ali

This is one of the crowd favorites and rightfully so. This Full Flush descendent is a very powerful female who is stout enough to make any bull famous. I think her Ali calf, whether it be bull or heifer, could be an outstanding prospect in anybody’s pasture sale in 2010. This female will work great in anyone’s program and is the caliber of female who is worthy of multiplying genetics out of her when comparably mated to the right bull.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 71  Crossbred Heifer - 803

SIRE: Old School  DAM: Heat Seeker son x Draft Pick
ID: 803  BD: Spring 2008

Due 3/6/2010 to Grizzly

This is a top female in the offering and powerhouse Angus sired bred heifer. This Angus x Maine female is extra long, clean through her front and huge ribbed. She comes from the Lusk herd and is out of one of their top producing cows who we will hear more about in the years to come as she is well on her way to be a top donor for them. Make this maternal bred legend your donor!!

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 72  Crossbred Heifer - 804

SIRE: Ali  DAM: N. Imp x Maine
ID: 804  BD: Spring 2008

Due 2/20/2010 to Grizzly

Powerful and feminine best describes this low percent Maine female. Take note of the hip and hind leg in this heifer combined with her look and broodiness. She has female written all over her. She is super long necked with loads of quality. One of my favorites and sells bred to the ever so popular Grizzly. She could be one of the most exciting in the offering.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 73  Crossbred Heifer - 805

SIRE: Ali  DAM: Dr. Who
ID: 805  BD: Spring 2008

Due 3/10/2010 to Grizzly

Another great Ali daughter. She’s a little bigger in her kind and is a big massive female that is soft. She’ll make breeding cattle or steers. She is the kind of practical female that will keep you in the cattle business year after year.

Consigned by Brad Smith
Crossbred Heifer - 808

Lot 75

Due 2/20/2010 to Grizzly

I think this is one of the best females in the offering. I don't know exactly what to say but I know one thing: this female will do nothing but generate Ben Franklins for her new owner. This female's mass and power along with her bone and with her moderation make her a true breeding piece. This coupled with her pedigree leads me to believe she's a prime candidate for Heat Wave and Heat Wave sons. Not to mention, her mother was one of the high sellers in a past Exposure sale. I have great confidence in this female. She has donor written all over her. Help yourself! Seller is retaining the right to one flush at the seller's expense and buyer's convenience.

Crossbred Heifer - 811

Lot 76

Due to calve to Ali on April 7, 2010 but too close to call if AI'd or bull bred. PE'd to Ali x Full Flush son.

What a story life this young female has had. She's a Heat Wave out of the Voegele and England Who Made Who/Charolais donor 217. Yes, that's right. She's a flushmate to the steers that brought $45,000; $36,000; $22,000; $15,000 and $12,500 in 2008 pasture sales. And, not to mention her $20,000 2007 calf who went on to win the Belt Buckle Bonanza in 2008. I think this female has a very bright future in any operation. She's likely safe to Ali and that mating needs no introduction to the business. This female, with all this, leads me to believe that she will do nothing but generate green backs for your pocketbook and purple banners for your walls.

Crossbred Heifer - 823

Lot 74

Due 3/13/2010 to Ali

I think this is one of the best females in the offering. I don't know exactly what to say but I know one thing: this female will do nothing but generate Ben Franklins for her new owner. This female's mass and power along with her bone and with her moderation make her a true breeding piece. This coupled with her pedigree leads me to believe she's a prime candidate for Heat Wave and Heat Wave sons. Not to mention, her mother was one of the high sellers in a past Exposure sale. I have great confidence in this female. She has donor written all over her. Help yourself! Seller is retaining the right to one flush at the seller's expense and buyer's convenience.
Crossbred Heifer - 813

Due 2/15/2010 to Ali

This is a beautiful stripe faced heifer sired by Doc. If you were at the sale last year, the Doc females were in high demand and will be this year and in years to come. She possesses the maternal excellence that has made these Angus sired cattle so famous and valuable. She is perfect from the profile. She is long and choke necked and extremely soft and bold in her rib. She has proven bulls in her pedigree to back her up like Full Flush and Meyer 734. With this, she should be a very influential donor in anyone’s pasture. And she sells bred to the very popular Ali.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Crossbred Heifer - 815

Due 2/26/2010 to Total Solution

Sleep easy at night if you’re the winning bidder of this First Class Female. She is no different that the other quality lots in this sale. She has a winning pedigree mated to a calving ease legend. These Total Solution calves are usually hairy and very saleable. Help yourself on what could be the buy of the sale.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Shorthorn Heifer - 819

Due 3/5/2010 to Kaboom

Here’s a Shorthorn female is sired by one of the most powerful Shorthorn bulls on the market. This Jake’s Proud Jazz female is big boned, hairy, sound and a serious case of the good lookin’. Her mom is one of the stoutest red cows I have ever seen. She’s a Double Vision/ Witch Doctor that has hair hanging off everywhere. Unfortunately, she was little greener at picture time. This female has power in the blood. Help yourself to this Shorthorn steer-raising machine!

Consigned by Brad Smith
Lot 80  Crossbred Heifer - 820

**SIRE:** Irish Whiskey x 734 son  
**DAM:** Chill Factor granddaughter  
**ID:** 820  
**BD:** Spring 2008  
**Due 3/6/2010 to Doc**

The very colorful female was a little greener the day we took pictures, but she might be the best one when the smoke clears. A female that is gorgeous from the side and who’s pedigree encompasses several great bulls. I believe this female’s best days are ahead of her. A heifer calf from this mating could be very exciting and pay for her in the first year. You can’t go wrong with a female like this. She’ll make a sound, productive cow that will work to many popular AI sires.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 80  Bred to Doc

Lot 81  Crossbred Heifer - 806

**SIRE:** Ali son  
**DAM:** 3C Macho  
**ID:** 806  
**BD:** Spring 2008  
**Due 2/17/2010 to Northern Improvement**

A really cool headed female that is as long, clean, and correct as you can find one. This female may not be the hairiest but she just might be the biggest ribbed one in the entire offering. Mate her to those hairy TH sires that need softened up and watch your pocketbook fill up. I bet you’ll say the same thing when you see her on December 12th.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 81  Bred to Northern Improvement

Lot 82  Crossbred Heifer - 826

**SIRE:** Maximus  
**DAM:** OCC Emblazon  
**ID:** 826  
**BD:** Spring 2008  
**Due 3/28/2010 to Total Solution**

Cowboys pay attention here! This Maximus female is the kind of female that we all dream about. She’s huge ribbed, very attractive through her front end, adequate in her bone work, good haired and can be mated to anything whether it be maternal or club calf to raise that next State Fair Champion steer. It’s just real hard to pick a big hole in her. A real complete individual that in my eyes is a real intriguing female.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 82  Bred to Total Solution
Lot 83 - Crossbred Heifer - 830
SIRE: Friction son  
DAM: Lash/Angus  
ID: 830  
BD: Fall 2007  

Due 3/23/2010 to Doc

Here’s a great female with an impeccable pedigree. The Friction bull on her top side whose daughters are very sought after. Their muscle expression and their bone is what makes them so popular. The most exciting thing about this female is that she is out of a son of Cunia on the bottom side. And believe me, he needs no introduction. Take advantage of some really sound, hard to come by genetics. We are excited to bring her to town.

Lot 84 - Crossbred Heifer - 812
SIRE: Who Made Who  
DAM: Maine  
ID: 812  
BD: Spring 2008  

Due 2/20/2010 to Grizz

It is hard to see a female of this caliber leave the farm. She is a round, sound, low to the ground daughter of the ever so popular maternal legend, Who Made Who. Everybody knows that these Who Made Who females flat work when mated to Heat Wave and his sons. Here is a breath-taking female who has unlimited mating possibilities. Don’t miss here!

Lot 85 - Crossbred Heifer - 809
SIRE: OCC Legend  
DAM: Irish Whiskey  
ID: 809  
BD: Spring 2008  

Due 2/7/2010 to Grizzly

A perfect female to build on. She’s an OCC Legend out of an Irish Whiskey female. She is the first calf out a her Irish Whiskey dam and this Whiskey’s second calf sold for $10,000 this year. She’s exactly right in terms of her size and design. She hasn’t hit out of the park yet but she is the kind that could. She’s at the bat. Buy with confidence.

Lot 86 - Crossbred Heifer - 8819
SIRE: Money Shot  
DAM: Aftershock x Angus  
ID: 8819  
BD: Spring 2008  

Due 2/27/2010 to Carpediem

This heifer was born to be a club calf producing cow. Her massive rib, stoutness and hair make her a top candidate for future business. This one was shaggy from the get-go and has done nothing but get more massive everyday. This Money Shot x Carpe Diem cross will not only be colorful – but powerful!

Consigned by Brad Smith
Lot - Crossbred Heifer - 8822

**Lot 87**

**SIRE:** Meyer 734  
**DAM:** Akers Ruby  
**ID:** 8822  
**BD:** Spring 2008  
**Due 2/27/2010 to Ali 2**

This blaze face Meyer daughter has mass, femininity, soundness, and pedigree. Her mother recently sold for $21,000 in the Head of the Class Sale after she produced both the National Champion and Reserve Champion % Simmental Bulls for 2009. Combine that with legendary Meyer 734 and #822, she will have limitless breeding possibilities in the future.

**Consigned by Brad Smith**

Lot 87 ▶ Bred to Ali 2

---

Lot - Crossbred Heifer - 8828

**Lot 88**

**SIRE:** Aftershock  
**DAM:** Angus  
**ID:** 8828  
**BD:** Spring 2008  
**Due 2/27/2010 to Total Solution**

Offering this bred heifer up for sale qualifies as insanity!!! This one is the total package – bone, mass, muscle combined with hair and a blaze face. Moderate frame, a “dog gentle” attitude and future donor cow potential…828 HAS IT ALL. Come see her and you will not be disappointed.

**Consigned by Brad Smith**

Lot 88 ▶ Bred to Total Solution

---

Lot - Crossbred Heifer - 8145

**Lot 89**

**SIRE:** Heat Wave  
**DAM:** Imprint  
**ID:** 8145  
**BD:** Spring 2008  
**Due 3/2/2010 to Raptor**

This bred Imprint granddaughter has it all…maternal, big volumed, with the added bonus of hair. This one is sure to develop into a “Front Pasture” cow. Bred to the long proven calving ease Angus sire, Raptor, should get this bred started right.

**Consigned by Brad Smith**

Lot 89 ▶ Bred to Raptor
Lot 90 Crossbred Heifer - 8112

SIRE: Strictly Business  
DAM: Maine  
ID: 8112  
BD: Spring 2008

Due 3/13/2010 to Grizzly

This Strictly Business daughter was one of the top selling heifer calves from Core Farms 2008 sale. She is not an accident, her mother a Body Builder daughter is the lead donor Core for the Core/Scheetz partnership. She herself was a Division Show Female of the year for Kyle Walter and her productive life has been even more impressive producing many top selling heifer calves and Denver bulls. Big bodied, moderate and cool looking her Grizzly calf should be instant revenue and then you get a opportunity to select from a variety of options on this PHA/TH free maternal bred female.

Consigned by Brad Smith

Lot 91 Crossbred Heifer - 8116

SIRE: Dr. Who  
DAM: Double Stuff/Sweet Willie  
ID: 8116  
BD: Spring 2008

Due 2/20/2010 to Dark Horse

Talk about one with the genetics to be a CLUB CALF MAMA. Combining Dr. Who and Double Stuff has made an ultra feminine, deep middle, long necked maternal bred female. This doll was selected by Kent Habeger during the 2008 pasture sales. Kent told many that this may be the best Dr. Who female he'd ever seen. Mated to Limestone’s exciting young herd sire, Dark Horse, could produce one even better!

Consigned by Brad Smith

Sale Reminders

• Also attend the Hartman Customer Appreciation Sale, December 13th in Tecumseh, NE.
• Sale videos will be available at www.reimannranches.com by December 1st.
• Live auction coverage and bidding will be available at www.liveauctions.tv.
Lot 92

3 Embryos - Donor 7587

SIRE: Heat Wave
DAM: 7587
(Draft Pick son x Full Flush)

Selling a package of 3 full sib embryos to Walks Alone. This mating has averaged $20,321 on 7 head sold out of 7587. Guarantee one pregnancy.

Consigned by Rodgers Cattle Co.

Lot 93

3 Embryos - Donor M86

SIRE: Heat Wave
DAM: M86
(Frosty x Simi/Maine/Angus)

Selling a package of 3 embryos from our popular M86 donor. This mating has averaged $29,300 on 5 head sold out of M86. Guarantee one pregnancy.

Consigned by Rodgers Cattle Co.
Selling 250 units of semen on 3C Upgrade, the $50,000 high selling bull of the 3C/NLC 2009 bull sale. Upgrade was the most talked-about bull of the spring 2009 sale season, and quickly sold out of the exclusive offering of only 30 semen packages in 2009. Upgrade is a homozygous black/homozygous polled registered Simmental who contains no Meyer in his pedigree.

Only 1000 units of semen on Upgrade will be sold in 2010. We are happy to offer this First Class semen lot of 250 units. The semen will sell in increments of 10 units, with the buyer’s option of purchasing any remaining units in increments of 10 at the purchase price. No semen will be shipped until January 1, 2010 and all purchases must be paid in full prior to shipment. Watch for details on upcoming events and Upgrade semen sales in 2010.
Bring Your Semen Tank On Sale Day!
$20/Unit if picked up on sale day!